For proof of this RET it is important to calculate the relative energies which yield resonance. If the energy of a state I, M+(gs)+~+(2p-'),
is EI compared to a state without holes and of a
is EII, where M (gs) represents a M+ < n -I > + ion in the ground state and F (2p-") represents a F-ion with n holes in the 2p shell, we get a resonance condition for E=E ,-Err =O. Because of the level noncrossing rule a split into two states with different energies is then expected corresponding to bonding and antibonding states. For increasing I & I this energy splitting is expected to decrease. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , in the KF spectrum lines A and M corresponding to the bonding and antibonding states, have almost the same intensity, and therefore & = O was taken, and the energy difference of 2.4 eV between the A and M line was assumed to be due to the level crossing energy splitting. In order to calculate EI and E r r , the binding energies of the M+ outer np electrons and F2p electrons and corresponding relaxation energies have to be known. In the calculation of ref.
2 theoretical values were taken. We evaluated now from the measured complete fluorine electron spectra (photoelectrons and Auger electrons) and from free ion Auger and photoelectron energies fluorine relaxation and Madelung energies. Considering an ionic fluorine compound M ' F -, BF1should be the binding energy of a core electron in a free F-ion and B the corresponding binding energy in the solid. The energy difference AB=B-B~' can then be approximated by [ 3 ] where U/e is the potential of the electron in the solid and R the relaxation energy for one fluorine hole in the solid. For an Auger
F I
transition with the energies A for the free ion and A for the ion in the solid, the correspnding energy difference AA=A-A~' is where R' is for the relaxation energies. In a simple model assuming the relaxation energy proportional to the square of the charge, R7=3R giving
The free ion fluorine 2p binding energy of NaF was taken 3.9 eV. This value is the F electron a,ffinity (3.4 eV), but corrected for the fact that the ionicity of NaF is a little smaller than 1. The ionicity of the other compounbs were considered to be the same as the electronegativity of thehetals are all about the same. The free ion fluorine Auger energy (A line) was evaluated from NaF vapor-phase free molecu1,e Auger energy, the effect of ~a + was also taken into account [ 4 ] , giving 655.6 eV. The measured Auger and photoelectron energies were taken with respect to the vacuum level normalizing the fluorine 2p binding energy to 11,9 eV, give by Pool et a1 [ 5 ] . The yhergy shifts of the fluorine 1s line was then used to get the bidding energies for the other compounds. In the high ionic fluorine compounds the 2p electrons are very localized at the fluorine ion, so they are like core states. We used then the 1s energy shifts because of lower experimental errors. In Table I the Auger energies are given, and the evaluated R and U values were compared to theoretical ones. The Auger energies were corrected for the energy splitting caused by the RET relaxation [ 2 ] . As can be seen for R and U good agreement is found with the theoretical values. Note that this good agreement is found by considering the RET energy splitting.
Concluding, the evaluated relaxation energies are in agreement with the values used to calculate the energy matching conditions in ref. 2 
